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About This Game

Burst Drive is a modernized, arcade shoot ‘em up about blowing up colorful aliens and saving the universe with an
experimental spacecraft.

NOTABLE FEATURES

 20 sectors with 5 levels in each sector. A total of 100 levels that get crazier as you go!

 A unique movement system in which you steer your ship and control your thrust to move around. A rewarding mechanic
if utilized correctly. Drift around, dodge projectiles and unleash hell!

 Upgrade your ship throughout the journey to fight with unfathomable power against aliens that will force you to mix up
your play style.

 A distinct alien for each sector, a total of 16 alien types (with their own specialized mini-bosses) and 4 unique bosses!

 Over 20 diverse weapons!
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 A mysterious shop between sectors with some random elements to provide slightly different playthroughs.

 A shield mechanic that creates a fun, hit n run gameplay!

 Two-player local co-op!

 Controller support with reassignable controls!

 Steam Leaderboards!

 Colorful graphics!

 Lots of explosions!

Overall, Burst Drive provides a satisfying gameplay experience, with its own flight and shooting mechanics, that tries
to keep that arcade-like feel while benefiting from modern elements and adding some more challenging enemies.
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